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OUR CO-EXTRUDED
COLOURS ARE NOT
PAINTED!

PREMIUM HARDWARE
Our commitment towards technology allows us to build the best
energy efficient window systems and replace the rest! With consistency everytime!
A pretty picture or an isolated sample window brought to your
home does not represent a quality window! What we do that
many other manufacturers don’t want to talk about.
Manufacturing Vinyl Profile (Progressive Profiles)

CROSS SECTIONS

Brick mold
Multi Chambered sach & Frame for increased
efficiency.

Important: All vinyl parts have been extruded
by our company Progressive Profiles, to
ensure maximum control and responsibility of
our quality products!

Manufacturing our very own raw material is our commitment to our final
products. Window Seal ensures our quality material is not susceptible to
shattering or cracking and is made to endure the highest standards in
North America. As a consumer you can be sure your actual window is
manufactured by one company for integrity. Visit www.windowseal.ca and
click Progressive Profiles for more info.

Insulated Glass Units
Super Spacer as our warm edge technology
reduces condensation and increases window
efficiency.

Vinyl Jamb extension no need to paint
Vinyl casing with rosettes completes
your installation with style.

Manufacturing our own insulated glass units on site adds to our strength
in producing quality windows. Our automated glass line ensures maximum
fill rate. Our standard units are sealed to last and hold gas fill with confidence. Handling of your glass is minimal, which will eliminate risk of any
imperfection or breakage in glass units. As a consumer you can be sure
your actual window is manufactured by one company for integrity.
Automated Fabrication

INTERIOR STYLING

EXTERIOR CONTOUR
STYLING

Windows are consistently made perfect each and every time Monday to
Friday! Every window consists of cutting and welding to exact measurements. Our investment to automation ensures that windows are fusion
welded, locks and accessories fit properly and that your window opens and
closes to a perfect fit. As a consumer your finished window was made and
truly guaranteed by Window Seal. Window Seal invests and inspect what
you expect, a quality window with peace of mind! This should be your reason for partnering with us! www.windowseal.ca

INTERIOR DECORATING
No need to worry about decorating. Ask how window seal
shutters can help finish your newly installed windows with
our elegant California and plantation shutters.

Our commitment
towards technology
allows us to build the
best energy efficient
window systems and
replace the rest!

With

consistency everytime!

Elegant California and Plantation shutters.
Available in various styles!

www.windowseal.ca

INSULATED GLASS
SUPER SPACERS

Super Spacer® from Edgetech I.G., virtually eliminates
condensation with TrueWARM® edge technology.

WINDOW SEAL

Full-metal Spacer
With conventional metal spacers, condensation is a fact
of life.
Less-metal Spacer
Mid-performance spacer systems that still contain metal
may improve condensation resistance.
NO-Metal Super Spacer®
Structural foam design dramatically reduces condensation
- delivering the clearest picture in warm edge technology.
*All photos were taken during the same condensation test under identical conditions.
Super Spacer® and Health Smart Windows® are registered trademarks of Edgetech I.G. Inc

.

SINCE 1974
A Company of
Style & Elegance.
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CASEMENT WINDOW
Benefits
Casement window has a large unobstructed view. Casement opens outward and provides easy access for cleaning!
Weather Stripping
Our weather stripping is coextruded into our frames to ensure seals are secured providing you an energy efficient
window system by WINDOW SEAL.
Hardware
Is an essential component to a window. Truth Hardware systems have been designed for style, performance and
durability to match our commitments to our finished products.

GRILLS & ACCESSORIES

SINGLE SLIDER
Benefits
Single-Slider window glides sideways and tilts in for easy access cleaning!
Weather Stripping
Our weather stripping is coextruded into our frames to ensure seals are secured providing you
an energy efficient window system by WINDOW SEAL.

1/4X5/8”

GEORGIAN GRILLS

PENCIL GRILLS (1/4”X1/4”)

VINYL JAMB EXTENSIONS

Hardware
Is an essential component to a window. Tilt latches and Cam Locks are designed for security,
style, performance and durability to match our commitments to our finished products.

Multi-point locking system
Our tight window seal is design for security and energy efficiency, our locking system is
positioned with one, two or three locks as our standard for excellence!

AWNING WINDOW

SINGLE HUNG

Benefits
Awning window tilts open from the bottom preventing rain, yet allowing air movement!

Benefits
Single-Hung window sash glides upward or downward and tilts in for easy access cleaning!

Weather Stripping
Our weather stripping is coextruded into our frames to ensure seals are secured providing you
an energy efficient window system by WINDOW SEAL.

Weather Stripping
Our weather stripping is coextruded into our frames to ensure seals are secured providing you
an energy efficient window system by WINDOW SEAL.

Hardware
Is an essential component to a window. Truth Hardware systems have been designed for style,
performance and durability to match our commitments to our finished products.

Jamb extension is available in wood or vinyl.
Vinyl Jamb extension is available in 4 different sizes and will come
complete with casing to elegantly finish your interior!

Hardware
Is an essential component to a window. Tilt latches and Cam Locks are designed for security,
style, performance and durability to match our commitments to our finished products.

11/2x3/4
21/2x3/4

Multi-point locking system
Our tight window seal is design for security and energy efficiency, our multi-point locking system is our standard for excellence!

33/8x3/4
45/8x3/4

DOUBLE SLIDER

END-VENT

Benefits
Double-Slider window, both sashes will glide providing maximum ventilation and will tilt in
for easy access cleaning!

Benefits
End-vent window will accommodate a large opening with its fixed center and two outer
operating sashes that glide, providing maximum ventilation and will tilt-in for easy access
cleaning.

Weather Stripping
Our weather stripping is coextruded into our frames to ensure seals are secured providing
you an energy efficient window system by WINDOW SEAL.
Hardware
Is an essential component to a window. Tilt latches and Cam Locks are designed for security, style, performance and durability to match our commitments to our finished products.

PRIMED WOOD JAMB
EXTENSION

DRYWALL RETURN

Weather Stripping
Our weather stripping is coextruded into our frames to ensure seals are secured providing
you an energy efficient window system by WINDOW SEAL.
Hardware
Is an essential component to a window. Tilt latches and Cam Locks are designed for security, style, performance and durability to match our commitments to our finished products.

45/8x3/4
33/8x3/4
11/2x3/4

DOUBLE HUNG
Benefits
Double-Hung window, top and bottom sash glides upward or downward and tilts in for easy
access cleaning!

COMBINATION WINDOW AND SHUTTERS
All our windows have the ability to be joined together
with various window styles, giving multiple options to
satisfy your needs.

BAY & BOW COUPLES

BRICK MOLDS
Brick Mold is also available with a siding return

Weather Stripping
Our weather stripping is coextruded into our frames to ensure seals are secured providing you
an energy efficient window system by WINDOW SEAL.
Hardware
Is an essential component to a window. Tilt latches and Cam Locks are designed for security,
style, performance and durability to match our commitments to our finished products.
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